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R/C: Racing to Innovate

O

ver the past six years, Ed Gershowitz, president of Carrera of
America, Inc., and his company noticed a problem in the radio
control category: nothing was new, nothing was exciting,
nothing was incredibly innovative. Gershowitz
saw few products on the shelves that had
the same thrill as radio control vehicles in
the 1990s. So, this year, Carrera—known
for its slot car racing—decided to throw
its hat into the R/C ring.
continued on page 22
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“Our company took the stand that we were
going to put our money where our mouth is,” he says. “We
were going to be first on the block to go back to the 1990s,
when the old Tyco and the old Nikko were really driving the
R/C business, and bring back a lot of the exciting features
that were associated with the product.”
And it was a perfect opportunity for the company. With
the combination of product shortages stemming from last
year and Nikko exiting the U.S. market this year, Carrera
saw a void in the market and decided to fill it.
In 2010, Carrera will debut 18 different SKUs, including
Agent Black, an off-road truck that features a water gun
assault, and Green Cobra, a 1:20 scale R/C in a traditional hopper design. Carrera’s new line will lean towards traditional (think hoppers, off-road trucks, a helicopter, and a
boat) from 1:20 to 1:10 scale, featuring the company’s main
goal of functionality.
“Our intention is to create a premium product that
really delivers on performance,” Gershowitz says. “One of
the things we have recognized is that there’s been a
‘dumbing down’ of the category. In an effort to drive retail
price points down, manufacturers have been forced to take
out quality, performance, and features, and in essence,
cheapen products.”
Ian Chisholm, director of marketing and communications at Interactive Toy Concepts, shares the same sentiment. He acknowledges that the R/C category has been
stagnant for the past few years, but assures that unique
and novel products will be hitting store shelves. “This will
be the year to see companies taking risks with innovative
products,” he says. “I think customers have become too
sophisticated, even at a young age, to be fooled by a change
in color or a different body. They know it’s the same toy.
There will be variations of flying objects, water objects, and
driving and ground vehicles.”
Just by scanning Toy Fair, variation in the R/C category is clear. From Wild Planet’s Spy Video TRAKKR, which
features downloadable applications, to Hasbro’s doublesided stunt car––the Ricochet––that transforms into a
monster truck, the R/C category is expanding outside of the
traditional forward-and-backward moving car.
Interactive Toy Concepts has premiered a line of prod-
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ucts that changes how
players control an R/C.
With the company’s
Virtual Radio Control
line, players can steer
the toy like they would
a real helicopter; tilt
the VRC joystick to the
left, right, forward, or
backward, and the helicopter flies in that
direction.
“We don’t have any interest in making generic products,”
says Chisholm. “Everything needs to have a ‘wow’ factor for
us to really get behind it. We want to amaze ourselves. If it
doesn’t pass internal testing in play value, we don’t want to
follow through with it.”
ITC is also expanding its Duck Hunter product into an
entire line. Duck Hunter Extreme is a two-player version
of the original remote control hunting product. One player
takes control of the blaster while the other takes control of
the duck–––then the hunt in the sky begins.
Additionally, the company is re-inventing the way users
can charge its products. Instead of using a rechargeable battery, new products can be charged via a USB cable connected to a computer, with the same charge time and flight time.
Carrera is also marketing a new charging system. Its
“out of the box, ready to run” R/Cs will use a lithium ion
battery pack and charger system. “In the current market,
just about every out of the box product requires about a sixto 12-hour charge, and you are lucky if you get 15 minutes
of running time,” says Gershowitz. “Our R/C system, with
these lithium ion battery packs, has a one hour charge time
for a one hour run time.”
Being a veteran vehicle company, Carrera knows what its
customers want: interesting, sturdy, and fast (its R/Cs will
have a real speed up to 20 mph). “The fact that we have experience in the vehicle category with slot car racing gives us a
good knowledge of the market,” he says. “It gives Carrera a
presence as a vehicle company. We can supply electric slot
car and radio control products. I don’t believe anyone who
plays with a Carrera R/C car will be left disappointed.”
■
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Maisto’s Rock Crawler has articulated front and rear axles, keeping the tires steady on rougher terrains. The Tri-channel feature
allows up to three players to race at the same time, and the truck
features three motors: two for power and one for steering.

Rock Crawler

Racers can experience real
drifting action with Maisto’s
Monster Drift, a 1:24 scale
R/C car. All four wheels on the
vehicle can slide; this is the type
of racing where style trumps speed.
The seven-inch Monster Drift is available in two styles: the Lakyra
in red and yellow and the Sideway in black and orange.

Venom’s
Black
Hawk features counter rotating blades and
a
two-channel
infrared
remote,
allowing users to control the heli and land it
in the smallest spaces. The counter
rotating blade design gives the helicopter better stability and control for indoor flying. Other features
include a scaled and detailed fuselage, a rechargeable Li-poly
battery pack, the ability to charge the Black Hawk from the
transmitter, and a bright multi-color LED flashing light.

Hasbro’s
Tonka
Garage Ricochet R/C is
a double-sided stunt
vehicle that can flip and
keep going, mastering any
terrain. Kids can push a button to activate the Ricochet’s monster suspension
technology, which lifts and transforms the
vehicle into a monster truck. The R/C
comes with a three-channel remote for
steering control, a 9.6-volt battery charger, one
9.6-volt battery, and one 9-volt battery.
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Monster Drift, Lakyra

Wild Planet is set to release its
most advanced spy vehicle ever,
the Spy Video TRAKR. The
TRAKR digitally transmits color video, audio,
and data, and allows
kids to create and
share custom apps
online for free. Once
the new programs
are created, kids can
post them on a designated website so others can access, download, or
modify them at no cost. The R/C
comes with three pre-loaded applications, including night vision. Kids can drive
their TRAKR in total darkness, yet see everything in the vehicle’s path on the color screen
located on the remote. Apps can vary, including
a motion alarm (park the vehicle in front of a
doorway and watch it wail as a siren when
someone enters the room), or the vehicle can
take a picture of the person crossing a threshold, call out “you’ve been busted,” and then
squeal its tires as it automatically navigates its
way back to the driver.
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Helizone's
Firebird R/C, from
RC Toy House, has
a metal alloy frame
and skids for hard
landings, and a
built-in gyroscope
system that allows
the helicopter to fly
forward and backward, as well as
left, right, up, and down. The Firebird can fly as high as 30 feet in
the air and has a 45-foot flying range. The rechargeable Li-poly battery charges for approximately 25-30 minutes, for a flight time of
approximately 8-10 minutes. Included with the helicopter is a threechannel transmitter, a USB charger, and a bonus tail blade.

The 1:10 Scale 2009 Dodge Challenger,
by Maya Group, features a totally enclosed
undercarriage chassis and a heavy gauge PVC
body. The fully functional vehicle can speed
forward, backwards, left, right, and stop, with
four wheel coil springs. The R/C also features
illuminated head and tail lights, tri-band frequency, and includes a 9.6-volt battery.

Mattel introduces Hot Wheels R/C Stealth
Rides, super small but mighty and fully functional R/C vehicles. The Stealth Rides fold flat
enough to fit into a carrying case that is no
bigger than a cell phone. When out of the
case, after pressing a button, the compact vehicle transforms into a speedy 3-D
ride. The case doubles as the remote control for racing. The line will include the Batman Tumbler and
The Dark Knight Batmobile, as well as a tank
assortment made for gripping and climbing.

By using Spin Master’s patented “tail
lock” stabilizing technology, kids can rev up
their Sharpshooter, pinpoint a target, and
fire away. The new Air Hogs R/C is an
indoor missile-firing helicopter that has two
onboard missiles, which launch remotely.
With two frequencies to choose from, kids
can battle with friends simultaneously, fly
tandem missions, or engage in individual firing sessions with chosen targets. Six missiles, three targets, a controller/charger,
and instruction guide are included.
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Toddlers can get in on the racing fun with Chicco’s Ducati
1198 R/C, a miniature motorcycle
that uses a motion-sensitive
remote. Shaped just like a handlebar, kids can tip the Ducati 1198
remote and watch the motorcycle
turn right; tip the handlebar to the
left and the bike turns left. The
motion sensitivity helps toddlers
develop and improve eye-hand
coordination skills, and the bike
includes realistic horn and engine
sounds.
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Iron Man 2
Whip-it Racer,
War Machine

VRC Laser Battling Helicopters, by
Interactive Toy Concepts, feature Virtual
Reality Control technology that allows users to
simulate the motion of a control column like
pilots would in an actual aircraft. Players can
pull the trigger to soar, tilt left and right for
direction, and tilt down for landings. The
indoor helicopters are infrared controlled and
allow up to five players to fly, interact, and battle in the air. When four beams are blasted at a
helicopter, the hit heli spins safely to the
ground, and the last helicopter in the air can
be crowned victorious. The battling helicopters
can be charged by the company’s new USB
charging system.

Silverlit Toys introduces new Iron Man 2 racers. The Iron Man 2 Whip-It Racer is a fullfunction R/C vehicle equipped with Iron
Man’s repulsor light and a unique pivot
action for tight turns. The Iron Man
2 Turbo Racer is an R/C car
with a highly detailed, professional-level transmitter, digital speed, and steering
control for high speed
turns. The racers are available in Mark VI and War
Machine themes.

Carrera’s Agent Black is a 1:14 scale off-roader R/C with xenon
front and break lights, and a powerful water cannon that shoots up
to six meters. The Ready-to-Run vehicle can hit a top speed of 18
km/hr, has a two-speed mode, plus a button for turbo speed. In addition to the remote’s ergonomic controls, the controller has a removeable joystick, lanyard, and a switch for the vehicle’s R/C Tri-band
technology. Agent Black’s charging time is approximately one hour
and 20 minutes, for a playing time of up to 40 minutes.

Using innovative robotic biped technology inspired by ’bots at Carnegie
Mellon University’s Robotics Institute, Prime-8, by Bossa Nova Robotics, is a fast,
powerful gorilla with a strong personality. Responding to loud noises, Prime-8 radically transforms from a friendly, funny “Good Gorilla” to “Gone Bananas!,” beating the floor and
roaring at the top of its lungs. As “Guard Gorilla,” Prime-8 protects its owner and defends rooms by firing rubber
tipped safety rockets at intruders. In remote control mode, kids can make him run on his arms. Prime-8 can also
run on autonomous and programmable modes.
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Worx Toys is debuting a line of R/C toys that give curious children a look
inside the vehicles. With adult supervision, kids can peer into the colorful, translucent vehicle body to see how it is made, and then enter a
three-digit “shape code” to light up specific parts, honk the horn, rev
the engine, or spin the rims. Included with each vehicle is an interactive book that reveals the major parts and the codes that will illuminate the mechanical aspects. Worx Toys are available in
Speedster Race Car, Emergency Alert Ambulance, Cyclone Police
Helicopter, and Inferno Fire Truck.
Speedster Race Car

Cobra Toys’ new Elite Series Metal Mini Helicopters are
miniature three-channel helicopters that can be charged by connecting to the battery power on the remote controller or by USB
connection to any computer. The Gyroscopic control chip maximizes stability during flight for easy use by beginners or the more
experienced. The Elite Series Metal Mini Helicopters are also
available without the Gyroscopic control chip.

The Ford Shelby GT500 Super Snake, by
Autotech, is a 1:18 scale R/C model of Ford and automotive driver Carroll Shelby’s specialized Mustang. The
real Super Snake may terrify the streets around
you––but is street legal––sporting a 600 horsepower
engine model that can be optioned up to 725 horsepower. The scaled model features the details of the real
SuperSnake, is fully functional, and is available in yellow and black or red and black.

No terrain is too tough and no obstacle is too big
for Learning Curve’s Radio Controlled John Deere
‘Monster Treads’ Gator. Designed in the unique
John Deere style, the R/C is fully functional and
features all-terrain tires and fast off-road speed.
The Gator includes a 9.6-volt rechargeable battery
with a charger.
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